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Separation Provision by Shared Responsibilities
Contract Based Control





Conflict free Contracts are assigned to A/C
A/C is responsible to stay within the contract
ATC monitors – is only active if contract is violated
Contract Definition







Margins around the aircraft
At any time, 2 SB must not intersect
Contract Bubble:
Calculated by the ground to have 
conflict-free 4D contracts
At any time, 2 CB should not 
intersect
Freedom Bubble
Calculated by the 
FMS from CB and SB
4D contract = Bone + SB + CB
4D – Contracts: Simulations
4 Scenarios
Benelux - airspace
• Benelux 100% = 5297 flights
• Benelux 233% = 11925 flights
Separations:
6.0 NM/1000 ft above and in FL100
3.2 NM/1000 ft below FL100
3.0 NM safety
ECAC 233%





~5 kts wind deviation 





~5 kts wind deviation 
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DLR’s TrafficSim
• Simulates a large number of AFMS-equipped (and 
unequipped) aircraft
• Supports scenarios with more than 100.000 aircraft 
in realtime
Analysis (100% Traffic)
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Scenario Original 4DCoGC Relative
Number of Flights 5297 5297 N/A
Heavy 876 876 16,5%
Medium 4209 4209 79,5%
Small 212 212 4,0%
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Scenario Original 4DCoGC Relative
Number of Flights 11925 11925 N/A
Heavy 2073 2073 17,4%
Medium 9225 9225 77,4%
Small 627 627 5,3%

















 to Arrival [NM]
1174±1265
[17,5880]
Analysis: Compliance to Contract 
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100% Traffic -> 99.66% fulfilled initial contract
233% Traffic -> 98.99% fulfilled initial contract
Regenerate reason: wind mismatch of ~5 kts
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Automation in ATM: The Problem of Mixed Equippage




Only build new functionality
IF 
the Airlines will buy it!
Airlines
Only buy new functionality
IF 




the Airframers have built it!
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Sectorless Air Traffic Management (flight-centric ATC) 
Robust and Efficient En-route Operations
DFS Karlsruhe (UAC) 2021
Flight-Centric ATCConventional ATC
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Sectorless ATM – Important Concept Components
Flight Rules
Aircraft with less Avoidance ManoeuvreEfficency
Aircraft in Emergency StateEmergency
Upper AircraftDescent, Descent
Lower AircraftClimb, Climb
Aircraft in DescentClimb, Descent
Aircraft in LevelDescent, Level
Aircraft in LevelClimb, Level
Aircraft in LevelLevel, Level but close to TOD
Slower AircraftLevel,Level
Overtaking Criteria = true
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Sectorless ATM – HMI concept (here Tiled Display)
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Questions?
Backup Slides
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Supervisory Control: Information
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Everthing ok?
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Supervisory Control: Information
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Reasons and purposes why the work system exists.
Abstract Function
Criteria by which the achievement of purposes can be judged.
Generalized Function
Functions that are necessary to achieve the purpose of the work system.
Physical Function
Physical processes that are necessary for execution of the generalized functions.  
Physical Form
The actual physical objects of the work system.
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Design Concept
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Design Concept
Visualization of functions as icons Differentiation of system states by color
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Design Concept
Visualization of functions as icons Differentiation of system states by color
Visualization of function specific system parameters in a separate widget
Design Concept
Status Display
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Feature Based Interface Design
Features (Treisman & Gelade, 1980)
Please find the unique object:
Linear increase in reaction time as a 
function of set size.
Serial search (heterogeneous distractors):
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Feature Based Interface Design
Features (Treisman & Gelade, 1980)
Please find the unique object:
Reaction time is 
independent of set size.
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Function Icon Function Icon
Altitude
Data & voice exchange –
Radio communication
Speed













Traffic, terrain & 
airspace constraints 




Primary engine parameters 
Ice protection
Fuel supply Meteorological constraints
Design Concept
System States
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System state Color Example
Normal Altitude is within normal ranges
Transit Aircraft is changing heading as expected
Caution Potential hazard approaching (e.g. TCAS TA)
Warning
Engine parameter within critical ranges                  
(e.g. oil temperature too high)
Design Concept
Status Display
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Identification of functions
Design concept
Human-Machine Interface
Evaluation
